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21 Q. What is your name and business address? 

22 A. My name is Marion Marks, and I commonly go by the name of Jeff. My business address

23 is City Hall, 507 Walnut St, Creal Springs, IL 62922.

24 Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?



25 A. I am the gas superintendent and have been employed by the City since 2010.  I became

26 superintendent in late February, 2012, when Jarrett Deaton vacated that position

27 Q. Did your duties involve the gas distribution system owned and operated by Creal

28 Springs?

29 A. Yes, they did. Shortly after becoming employed by the City, I began training to work on the

30 gas distribution system, and have continued to have training.  I have worked on the gas

31 distribution system since 2010.  I have worked on a full time basis and worked with Jarrett

32 Deaton until the time of his leaving the City. 

33 Q. Are you familiar with the testimony of Mayor Joyce Rich, that is to be submitted in

34 this cause?

35 A. Yes, I am.

36 Q. Based on your employment and involvement with the gas distribution system

37 since April of 2010, is her testimony consistent with your knowledge?

38 A. Yes, it is.

39 Q. Have you had an opportunity to examine the initiating order in this proceeding?

40 A.  Yes, I have.

41 Q. Have you also had the opportunity to examine the direct testimony of Matthew

42 Smith, Pipeline Safety Analyst II?

43 A. Yes, I have.

44 Q. Is it correct that you were not employed in 2009 and therefore not involved with

45 the system or the letter Mr. Smith mentioned dated July 8, 2009?

46 A. Yes, that is correct.

47 Q. After the discharge of Mr. Deaton, were you the direct successor?

48 A. Yes.



49 Q.  Were you qualified to take over the position of gas superintendent in February of

50 2012?

51 A. I may not have had all of the qualifications, immediately, but I am qualified at present.

52 Shortly after my employment, I began training and over the course of that employment have

53 successfully completed and was certified in the following covered tasks:

54 05/13/10 - Damage Prevention, 1291, 1301, 1321, 1331

55 09/17/10 - Valves 0301, 0331, 0341 and odorization 1211, 1221

56 10/21/10 - Pipeline Installation 0641, 0861, 0871, 0901, 0911, 0921, 0931 0941,       

57 0951, 0961, 0971, 0981

58 01/27/11 - Pipeline Repair 0201, 0681, 0711, 0991, 1011, 1041, 1141

59 03/10/11 - Pressure Testing 0561, 0571, 0591

60 04/15/11 - Purging & Abandonment 1201, 1641, 1651, 1661

61 05/06/11 - Tapping 1101, Pressure Testing 0561, 0571, 0591

62 03/07/12 - Utility Safety & Design, Inc., Gas Supt. Training Seminar

63 03/07/12 - DOT/PHMSA Supervisor Training on Alcohol and Drug Abuse

64 07/18-19/12 - Pipeline Safety Seminar (DOT)

65 02/11/13 - Pipeline Emergency Response & Awareness for Excavator

66 02/22/13 - Leak Investigation 1231, 1241, 1261

67 03/14/13 - Regulating Devices 0381, 0391, 0411, 0421

68 (Additional training was had on May 31, 2013 but no certificate has been received.)

69 In addition, on May 24, 2012, I received a detailed evaluation of my abilities by USDI

70 conducted by Tyler Enloe who found me to be qualified as to knowledge and skill relative to

71 my duties including but not limited to plastic pipe use and joining.

72 Q. Do you understand the importance of maintaining the O&M manual?



73 A. Yes, I do.

74 Q. Do you also recognize the importance of being familiar with the contents of that

75 manual?

76 A. Yes, I am, and I have made every effort to maintain that manual and to remain familiar

77 with it.

78 Q. Are you responsible for maintaining the manual and keeping it current?

79 A. Yes and no. It is my responsibility to make sure that updates to the manual are inserted

80 when available, however USDI actually makes the update material to be inserted and then

81 makes that material available.  We have recently secured access to USDI’s website so that

82 we can regularly check for updates and download them on a regular and more frequent

83 basis.

84 Q. When you started your employment with the City who was responsible for

85 maintaining the manual?

86 A.  That would have been Jarrett Deaton who was then the superintendent.  

87 Q. After you took over from Deaton, did you immediately address or evaluate the

88 manual?

89 A. No, I did not, and was not fully aware of that obligation having not been previously

90 responsible for it.  Mr. Deaton left rather abruptly and the transition was not as good as I

91 would have preferred.  I did not become aware of the deficiencies in the manual until afer the

92 audits of March and April, 2012.  Immediately upon having that brought to my attention,

93 contact was had with USDI to secure all updates then available and to insert them

94 appropriately.  After that, to the best of my knowledge, the manual has been maintained

95 appropriately.

96 Q. The testimony of Mr. Smith states that adequate records of various inspections,



97 tests, and maintenance were not available for review and to confirm performance.  Is

98 that accurate to your knowledge?

99 A. Yes, it was at the time of the March and April 2012 audits.  Mr. Deaton had recently been

100 removed and those documents could not be located.  

101 Q. In spite of the fact that documentation was not available, do you have any

102 knowledge as to whether or not the work was performed?

103 A. Because we lack documentation, I cannot state dates or exact frequency of those things,

104 but it is my opinion that the requirements were otherwise met.  

105 Q. Since the March and April, 2012, audits, have you documented work done?

106 A. Yes, I have and it will continue to be maintained.

107 Q. One issue raised in the March and/or April 2012 audit made reference to the

108 portion of the manual having to do with public awareness.  Has the manual been

109 updated and is it current in that regard at the present time?

110 A. Yes. In addition, we have secured the services of Paradigm Public Awareness Program

111 who has been associated with USDI in 2011 and 2012.  Paradigm provides an effective

112 baseline RP1162 Public Awareness Collaborative Program for Creal Springs, and has done

113 so for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013.  Paradigm identifies stakeholder audiences prepares

114 the appropriate public awareness brochure, provides postage, reply care surveys and

115 conducts effective measurement reports after each mailing.

116 Q. Notwithstanding the fact that your manual was not properly updated, in regard to

117 public awareness, do you believe that Paradigm’s services properly addressed the

118 matters contracted to be performed?

119 A.  Yes I do, and our manual has been updated in regard to public awareness.

120 Q. More recently audits were conducted on March 29, 2012, and on April 24-26, 2012. 



121 Are you aware of those audits?

122 A. Yes I am.

123 Q. Did modify your approach to maintaining the manual and the gas distribution

124 system based on the results of the March and April, 2012, audit?

125 A. Yes.  I did in order to more fully comply and to remain in compliance.

126 Q. Is it your position that you did take steps to address the issues that resulted from

127 the March and April, 2012, audits?

128 A. Yes. I have set schedules for required inspections and testing, and those schedules are

129 on file with the treasurer and each item remains on the schedule until completed and

130 checked off.   I have become more involved in the needs of the system and have better

131 tracked them.  Our CGI is now calibrated on a monthly basis to assure accuracy. We meet

132 with emergency responders as required and have documented same since I became

133 superintendent. Our odorizier is calibrated once yearly and it has been done most recently

134 within the past 2 weeks. I have worked closely with USDI during their annual inspections and

135 during repair and maintenance. At present, I believe that the system, while needing work, is

136 safe and the work scheduled will result in deficiencies being corrected before any safety

137 issues arise.  In the April, 2012, audit we were unable to evidence liaison meetings, however,

138 meetings were had. The 2013 meeting is properly documented and the record of that

139 meeting will be maintained.

140 Q. What are the results of your implementation of measures since the March and

141 April, 2012, audits?

142 A.  We have:

143 1. Documented and maintained records for the liaison meeting occurring on February

144 25, 2013;



145 2. Conducted monthly odorization check on a monthly basis and documents such

146 checks in writing beginning May 1, 2012, and for each successive month after;

147 3.  Conducted pipeline test and maintained reports relative to same;

148 4.  Conducted leakage survey reports (USDI) as to mains and service lines and

149 maintained reports relative to same identifying all leaks and the class of same;

150 5.  Conducted routine patrolling of the pipeline system and maintained records of

151 same on a regular basis;

152 6.  Prepared and maintained a continuing surveillance annual report starting June 28,

153 2012; and, 

154 7. As stated before, attention has been directed to the maintenance and review of the

155 manual.

156 Q. Have you made maintained and made improvements to your gas distribution

157 system?

158 A. Yes.  As I stated, we use USDI and have done so for a number of years.  Since March of

159 2010, aside from our monthly retainer we have paid USDI approximately $69,000.00 for

160 inspections, service, material and repair. Our last leak and cathodic protection surveys and

161 regulator station inspection performed by USDI was dated June 18, 2012.  That report

162 reflects the data from such surveys and inspections beginning 2009 and continuing through

163 2012.  I have reviewed that report with the Mayor and the statements made in her testimony

164 regarding same are accurate.

165 Q.  Is it your position that the system is presently within the limits of the

166 regulations?

167 A. Yes it is.

168 Q. Are you familiar with the cost estimate made by USDI in June of 2012, indicating



169 anticipated costs of $89,750.00?

170 A. Yes.

171 Q. Based on your experience, training and observation, is that estimate reasonable?

172 A. Yes it is.

173 Q. Do you believe that Creal Springs will be able to properly maintain and operate

174 the gas distribution system in the future under your supervision?

175 A. Yes, I do.

176 Q. Do you acknowledge the accuracy of the NOPVs and NOAs as made by the PSP

177 Manager as a result of the March and April, 2012, audits?

178 A. Yes, I do acknowledge those items, but believes that many of the undocumented

179 requirements were in fact completed.  This is based on my participation in maintenance and

180 operation of the system and contact with others.

181 Q. Do you believe that Creal Springs is now on the right track?

182 A. Yes, I do.  

183 Q. Is there anything else that you wish to say in regard to the issues here or the

184 penalty proposed?

185 A.  Yes.  I have been involved in constant improvement of the gas distribution system since I

186 have been employed, and it is in considerably better condition now than it has been for years.

187 The suggested penalty of $62,000.00 would devastate the gas department and jeopardize

188 future improvements and possible the existence of the system itself.  I believe that customers

189 and everyone else in the community deserves to have a safe reliable system and that we are

190 now and will continue to provide it. 

191 Q. Do you have anything further to say?

192 A. No, I do not.



193 Q. Does this conclude your testimony?

194 A. Yes, it does.


